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Chapter Quiz 
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Strategy 
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Analyze between two numerical graph ordered pairs on a -line graph -Personal Math  odd/even numbers 
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Demonstrate effective 
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by interpreting the 
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classroom. 
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    structure.   
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Date Range Quarter 4 
Domain(s) Operations and Algebraic Thinking 

Number and Operations in Base Ten 
Number and Operations - Fractions 

Measurement and Data 
Geometry 

https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/gr5/chapter_resource_book_9780544416659_/pdfs/G5_C09_SE_PerfTask.pdf


 
Cluster(s) A. Write and interpret numerical expressions. (Additional Content) 

B. Analyze patterns and relationships. (Additional Content) 
A. Understand the place value system. (Major Content) 

B. Perform operations with multi-digit whole numbers and with decimals to hundredths. (Major Content) 
A. Use equivalent fractions as a strategy to add and subtract fractions. (Major Content) 

B. Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to multiply and divide fractions. (Major Content) 
A. Convert like measurement units within a given measurement system. (Supporting Content) 

B. Represent and interpret data. (Supporting Content) 
C. Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to multiplication and to addition. (Major Content) 

A. Graph points on the coordinate plane to solve real-world and mathematical problems. (Additional Content) 
B. Classify two-dimensional figures into categories based on their properties. (Additional Content) 

New Jersey Student 
Learning Standards 

(NJSLS) 
And 

Aligning 
Math Practices 

http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2016/math/standards.pdf (Pages 33 through 38) 
 

Standards for Mathematical Practice 
The Standards for Mathematical Practice describe varieties of expertise that mathematics educators at all levels should seek to develop in their students. These 
practices rest on important “processes and proficiencies” with longstanding importance in mathematics education. The first of these are the NCTM process standards 
of problem solving, reasoning and proof, communication, representation, and connections. The second are the strands of mathematical proficiency specified in the 
National Research Council’s report Adding It Up: adaptive reasoning, strategic competence, conceptual understanding (comprehension of mathematical concepts, 
operations and relations), procedural fluency (skill in carrying out procedures flexibly, accurately, efficiently and appropriately), and productive disposition (habitual 
inclination to see mathematics as sensible, useful, and worthwhile, coupled with a belief in diligence and one’s own efficacy). 

 1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 
Mathematically proficient students start by explaining to themselves the meaning of a problem and looking for entry points to its solution. They analyze givens, 
constraints, relationships, and goals. They make conjectures about the form and meaning of the solution and plan a solution pathway rather than simply jumping into a 
solution attempt. They consider analogous problems, and try special cases and simpler forms of the original problem in order to gain insight into its solution. They 
monitor and evaluate their progress and change course if necessary. Younger students might rely on using concrete objects or pictures to help conceptualize and solve 
a problem. Mathematically proficient students check their answers to problems using a different method, and they continually ask themselves, “Does this make 
sense?” They can understand the approaches of others to solving complex problems and identify correspondences between different approaches. 

 2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 
Mathematically proficient students make sense of quantities and their relationships in problem situations. They bring two complementary abilities to bear on problems 
involving quantitative relationships: the ability to decontextualize — to abstract a given 
situation and represent it symbolically and manipulate the representing symbols as if they have a life of their own, without necessarily attending to their referents — 
and the ability to contextualize, to pause as needed during the manipulation process in order to probe into the referents for the symbols involved. Quantitative 
reasoning entails habits of creating a coherent representation of the problem at hand; considering the units involved; attending to the meaning of quantities, not just 
how to compute them; and knowing and flexibly using different properties of operations and objects. 

 3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. 
Mathematically proficient students understand and use stated assumptions, definitions, and previously established results in constructing arguments. They make 
conjectures and build a logical progression of statements to explore the truth of their conjectures. They are able to analyze situations by breaking them into cases, and 
can recognize and use counterexamples. They justify their conclusions, communicate them to others, and respond to the arguments of others. They reason inductively 
about data, making plausible arguments that take into account the context from which the data arose. Mathematically proficient students are also able to compare the 
effectiveness of two plausible arguments, distinguish correct logic or reasoning from that which is flawed, and — if there is a flaw in an argument — explain what it 

http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2016/math/standards.pdf


 
 is. Elementary students can construct arguments using concrete referents such as objects, drawings, diagrams, and actions. Such arguments can make sense and be 

correct, even though they are not generalized or made formal until later grades. Later, students learn to determine domains to which an argument applies. Students at 
all grades can listen or read the arguments of others, decide whether they make sense, and ask useful questions to clarify or improve the arguments. 

 
4. Model with mathematics. 
Mathematically proficient students can apply the mathematics they know to solve problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace. In early grades, this 
might be as simple as writing an addition equation to describe a situation. 
Mathematically proficient students who can apply what they know are comfortable making assumptions and approximations to simplify a complicated situation, 
realizing that these may need revision later. They are able to identify important quantities in a practical situation and map their relationships using such tools as 
diagrams, tables, graphs, formulas, etc., to draw conclusions. They routinely interpret their mathematical results in the context of the situation and reflect on whether 
the results make sense, possibly improving the model if it has not served its purpose. 

 
5. Use appropriate tools strategically. 
Mathematically proficient students consider the available tools when solving a mathematical problem. These tools might include pencil and paper, concrete models, a 
ruler, a protractor, a calculator, a spreadsheet, or a computer. Proficient students are sufficiently familiar with tools appropriate for their grade or course to make sound 
decisions about when each of these tools might be helpful, recognizing 
both the insight to be gained and their limitations. They detect possible errors by strategically using estimation and other mathematical knowledge. When making 
mathematical models, they know that technology can enable them to visualize the results of varying assumptions, explore consequences, and compare predictions with 
data. Mathematically proficient students at various grade levels are able to identify relevant external mathematical resources, such as digital content located on a 
website, and use them to pose or solve problems. They are able to use technological tools to explore and deepen their understanding of concepts. 
6. Attend to precision. 
Mathematically proficient students try to communicate precisely to others. They try to use clear definitions in discussion with others and in their own reasoning. They 
state the meaning of the symbols they choose, including using the equal sign consistently and appropriately. They are careful about specifying units of measure, and 
labeling axes to clarify the correspondence with 
quantities in a problem. They calculate accurately and efficiently, express numerical answers with a degree of precision appropriate for the problem context. In the 
elementary grades, students give carefully formulated explanations to each other. By the time they reach high school they have learned to examine claims and make 
explicit use of definitions. 

 
7. Look for and make use of structure. 
Mathematically proficient students look closely to discern a pattern or structure. Young students, for example, might notice that three and seven more is the same 
amount as seven and three more, or they may sort a collection of shapes according to how many sides the shapes have. Later, students will see 7 × 8 equals the well 
remembered 7 × 5 + 7 × 3, in preparation for learning about the distributive property. 

 
8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 
Mathematically proficient students notice if calculations are repeated, and look both for general methods and for shortcuts. Upper elementary students might notice 
when dividing 25 by 11 that they are repeating the same calculations over and over again, and conclude they have a repeating decimal. As they work to solve a 
problem, mathematically proficient students maintain oversight of the process, while attending to the details. They continually evaluate the reasonableness of their 
intermediate results. 

Chapter(s) Getting Ready for PARCC 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
5.MD.A.1. Convert among different-sized standard measurement 
units within a given measurement system (e.g., convert 5 cm to 
0.05 m), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real 
world problems. 

Concept(s): Measurement units can be converted within 
a given measurement system. 
Students are able to: 
·  convert from one measurement unit to another within 
a given measurement system (e.g., convert 5 cm to 0.05 
m, convert minutes to hours). 
·  solve multi-step, real world problems that require 
conversions. 

Suggested Open Educational Resources 
 

5.MD.A.1, 5.NF.B.3 Converting Fractions of a Unit into 
a Smaller Unit 

 
Engage NY 

 
https://www.engageny.org/resource/grade-5-mathematic 
s-module-2-topic-d-lesson-15 

 
Khan Academy 

 
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-fifth-grade-math 
/cc-5th-measurement-topic/cc-5th-unit-conversion/e/con 
verting-units 

 
Interactive Notebook Pages 

 
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Units-of- 
Length-Handout-495466 

 
 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Units-of- 
Capacity-Handout-495933 

Cross-Curricular Content Standards: 
 

In Chapter 10, students extend their understanding of converting 
units of measure by solving elapsed time problems. These same 
topics are used often in the development of various science 
concepts and process skills. Help students make the connection 
between math, science, and engineering through the S.T.E.M. 
activities and activity worksheets found at 
www.thinkcentral.com. In Chapter 10, students connect math, 
science, and engineering with the S.T.E.M. Activity Meeting 
People’s Needs and the accompanying worksheets (pages 151 
and 152). Through this S.T.E.M. Activity, students will connect 
the GO Math! Chapter 10 concepts and skills with various 
components engineers need to design technological devices, 
including converting time units. It is recommended that this 
S.T.E.M. Activity be used after Lesson 10.7. 

Chapter 10 Project: 
 

http://www.k-5mathteachingresources.com/support-files 
/comparing-metric-units.pdf 

Comparing Metric Units 
 
 

Describe any patterns or relationships that you find 
among the three metric units used. 

 
 
 

https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/5/MD/A/1/tasks/293
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/5/MD/A/1/tasks/293
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/5/MD/A/1/tasks/293
https://www.engageny.org/resource/grade-5-mathematics-module-2-topic-d-lesson-15
https://www.engageny.org/resource/grade-5-mathematics-module-2-topic-d-lesson-15
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-fifth-grade-math/cc-5th-measurement-topic/cc-5th-unit-conversion/e/converting-units
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-fifth-grade-math/cc-5th-measurement-topic/cc-5th-unit-conversion/e/converting-units
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-fifth-grade-math/cc-5th-measurement-topic/cc-5th-unit-conversion/e/converting-units
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Units-of-Length-Handout-495466
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Units-of-Length-Handout-495466
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Units-of-Capacity-Handout-495933
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Units-of-Capacity-Handout-495933
http://www.thinkcentral.com/
http://www.thinkcentral.com/
http://www.k-5mathteachingresources.com/support-files/comparing-metric-units.pdf
http://www.k-5mathteachingresources.com/support-files/comparing-metric-units.pdf


Date Range Quarter 4 

Domain(s) Measurement and Data 

Cluster(s) A. Convert like measurement units within a given measurement system. (Supporting Content) 



 
 
 
 
 

Lesson Objective: SWBAT Essential Question Vocabulary Resources/ 
Accommodations and 
Modifications 

Materials Suggested 
Homework 

Formative 
Assessment 

Show What You Demonstrate prior How can you use your -decimeter Assign problems where 
students are successful if 
there are 20 problems 
allow students to complete 
at least 10 and 1 
open-ended. 
Display Anchor 

 
Bedtime Math provides 
an opportunities for 
families to integrate 
learning outside the 
classroom. 

-set of word cards The Write Way Math Talk 

Exit Ticket 

PMT 

Teacher Generated 
Question 

 
Chapter Quiz 
Mini Quiz 

 
Think -Pair- Share 

Know knowledge of knowledge of base ten -gallon -Bingo board (SE 584B) 
 converting measures. to convert -gram -game markers  
  measurements? -length   
   -liter   
   -mass   
   -meter Bedtime Math  

     Bedtime Math 

 
Compare, contrast, 

    

10.1: Customary Length and convert How can you compare -foot -conversion charts Practice & 
 customary units of and convert customary -inch -iTools Homework 10.1 
 length. units of length? -mile -laptops SE : Select odd or 

New Jersey Student 
Learning Standards 

(NJSLS) 
 

And 

Aligning 

Math Practices 

5.MD.A.1 - Convert among different-sized standard measurement units within a given measurement system (e.g., convert 5 cm to 0.05 

m), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real world problems. 

MP1 - Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 

MP2 - Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 

MP5 - Use appropriate tools strategically. 

MP6 - Attend to precision. 

Chapter(s) 10 – Convert Units of 
Measure-Measurement and 

Data 



 
   

-yard Charts-for each lesson so 
students could read the 
room doing lessons 
Math Fluency Builder see 
T. Edition. Have students 
make a math vocabulary 
connection sheet for the 
vocabulary 
*Provide opportunities for 
students to underline 
words or phrase to help 
them solve mathematical 
equations. 
*Provide worksheet so that 
student could write or draw 
a picture for new 
vocabulary terms. 
*Provide opportunity for 
oral responses 
*Make sure at least 1 
problem is an open ended 
problem (Gradually 
release this model so 
student to work towards 
independence) scaffolding 
sentence student will fill 
in blank until ready to 
complete task 
independently. 
*Provide quiet space for 
learning. 
*Read passages to each 
student. 
*Provide opportunities for 
video lessons. 
Vocabulary Builder - provide 
graphic organizer 
*During independent practice 
T. will assigned students to 
compete odd or even number 
or a set of problems to show 
understanding 
*Provide manipulatives for 
students skill level 

 
even problems Strategy 

10.2: Customary Compare, contrast, How can you compare 
  

Practice & Writing Prompt 
Capacity and convert and convert customary -capacity -conversion charts Homework 10.2  

 customary units of units of capacity? -cup -iTools Select odd/even Task Performance 
 capacity.  -fluid ounce -laptops numbers  
   -gallon    
   -pint  Practice &  
   -quart  Homework SE:  
 Compare, contrast How can you compare  -conversion charts 10.3 select odd or  

10.3: Weight and convert and convert customary  -iTools even problems  
 customary units of units of weight? -ounce -laptops   
 weight.  -pound    
   -ton    
   -weight   *Exit Slips 
  How can you solve  -conversion charts   

 
10.4: Multistep 
Measurement Problems 

Convert measurement 
units to solve 
multistep problems. 

multistep problems 
that include 
measurement 

 
 

-convert 

-iTools 
-laptops 

Practice & 
Homework 10.4 

*Chapter Quizzes 

/ Mini Quiz 

  conversions?     
*Teacher-made 

      tests 
      Activities 
      *Math Problem of 
      the Day 
    -Real World Video  *Math Journal 
    Ch. 10  Writing Prompts 
    -Reteach/Enrich   
    10.3 

-SE 10.4 
-Animated Math 

 
*Performance 

Tasks use guided 

    Models  practice gradually 
    -HMH Mega Math  release for 
    -Reteach/ Enrich  independence 



 
    

*Choose only one or two 
methods when modeling for 
students for success and have 
students pick the one they like 
to solve problems. 
*Read each problem to 

10.4 
  

*Go Math/Think 

Central Online 

Assessments 

Provided 

opportunity for 

oral response. 

Provide 

opportunity for 

pencil and paper. 

*Informative 

Poster 

*PPT Presentation 

*Write A Math 

Story 

*Build A Model 

*Create and Solve 

Your Own 
Constructed 

Response Problems 

students provide manipulative,  

calculators ,and a visual aid  

such as video, anchor charts,  

-SE p. 583  

-SE p. 584-584A  

Select problems for students  

-SE 10.1  

-Personal Math Trainer  

-Animated Math Models  

-Reteach/Enrich 10.1  

-SE 10.2  

-Personal Math Trainer  

-Math on the Spot  

Video-HMH Mega Math  

-Reteach/Enrich 10.2  

-SE 10.3  

-Personal Math Trainer  

 
 
 
 

Date Range Quarter 4 

Domain(s) Measurement and Data 



 
Cluster(s) A. Convert like measurement units within a given measurement system. (Supporting Content) 

New Jersey Student 
Learning Standards 

(NJSLS) 

5.MD.A.1 - Convert among different-sized standard measurement units within a given measurement system (e.g., convert 5 cm to 0.05 
 

m), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real world problems. 

And MP1 - Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 

Aligning MP2 - Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 

Math Practices MP5 - Use appropriate tools strategically. 

 MP6 - Attend to precision. 

Chapter(s) 10 – Convert Units of Measure 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lesson Objective: SWBAT Essential Question Vocabulary Resources/Interventions 
Accommodations and 
Modifications 

Materials Suggested 
Homework 

Formative 
Assessment 

Mid-Chapter 10 Demonstrate effective How can you use your -capacity Assign problems where 
students are successful 
if there are 20 
problems allow 
students to complete at 
least 10 and 

-customary units Teacher Generated Math Talk 
Checkpoint knowledge of lessons knowledge of base ten -length charts Sheet  

 10.1-10.4 by to convert -weight -laptops  Exit Ticket 
Allow oral response. converting customary measurements?    PMT 
Allow opportunity for measurements.      



 
use of notes.    1 open-ended. 

PMT provides an 
opportunities for 
families to integrate 
learning outside the 
classroom. 

 
Display Anchor 
Charts-for each lesson 
so students could read 
the room doing lessons 
Math Fluency Builder 
see T. Edition. Have 
students make a math 
vocabulary connection 
sheet for the vocabulary 
*Provide opportunities 
for students to 
underline words or 
phrase to help them 
solve mathematical 
equations. 
*Provide worksheet so 
that student could write 
or draw a picture for 
new vocabulary terms. 
*Provide opportunity 
for oral responses 
*Make sure at least 1 
problem is an open 
ended problem 
(Gradually release this 
model so student to 
work towards 
independence) 
scaffolding sentence 
student will fill in 
blank until ready to 
complete task 
independently. 
*Provide quiet space 
for learning. 

Math Vocabulary  Teacher Generated 
Question 

 
Chapter Quiz 
Mini Quiz 

 
Think -Pair- Share 
Strategy 

 
Writing Prompt 

Task Performance 

 
 
 

*Exit Slips 
 

*Chapter Quizzes 

/ Mini Quiz 
 

*Teacher-made 

tests 

*Do-Now 

Activities 

 
*Math Problem of 

the Day 

 
*Math Journal 

Writing Prompts 

Allow use of    Game  

calculators, and      
manipulatives      

 compare , contrast,   Bedtime  
 and convert metric How can you compare -Decameter Math Journal Practice & 
 units. and convert metric -Centimeter  Homework 10.1 
  units? -Decimeter -conversion charts  
   -Meter -iTools  
    -laptops  

10.5: Metric Measures      
 Compare, contrast,     
 and convert How can you compare -Capacity  Practice & 
 customary units of and convert customary -cup -conversion charts Homework 10.2 
 capacity. units of capacity? -fluid ounce -iTools  
   -gallon -laptops Practice & 

10.6: Problem Solving-   -pint  Homework 10.3 
Customary and Metric Compare, contrast  -quart   

Conversions and convert How can you compare    
 customary units of and convert customary  -conversion charts Teacher Generated 
 weight. units of weight? -ounce -iTools Sheet 
   -pound -laptops  
 Prepare for the  -ton   

10.7: Elapsed Time chapter ten formative  -weight   
 assessment by How can you solve    
 reinforcing multistep problems    
 converting that include  -conversion charts  
 measurement skills. measurement -convert -iTools  

  conversions?  -laptops  

Review Chapter 10 
     



 
    *Read passages to each 

student. 
*Provide opportunities 
for video lessons. 
Vocabulary Builder - 
provide graphic 
organizer 
*During independent 
practice T. will 
assigned students to 
compete odd or even 
number 
or a set of problems to 
show understanding 
*Provide manipulatives 
for students skill level 
*Choose only one or 
two methods when 
modeling for students 
for success and have 
students pick the one 
they like to solve 
problems. 
*Read each problem to 

  *Performance 

Tasks use guided 

practice gradually 

release for 

independence 

 
*Go Math/Think 

Central Online 

Assessments 

Provided 

opportunity for 

oral response. 

Provide 

opportunity for 

pencil and paper. 

*Informative 

Poster 

 
*PPT Presentation 

 

*Write A Math 

Story 

 
*Build A Model 

 

*Create and Solve 

Your Own 

Constructed 

Response 

students provide 
manipulative, 
calculators ,and a visual 
aid such as video, 
anchor charts, 
-SE p. 609-610 
-Personal Math Trainer 
-Reteach/ Enrich 
10.1-10.4 

-SE 10.5 
-Personal Math Trainer 
-Animated Math 
Models 
-Reteach/Enrich 10.5 



 
     

-SE 10.6 
-Personal Math Trainer 
-Math on the Spot 
Video 
-Reteach/Enrich 10.6 
-SE 10.7 
-Personal Math Trainer 
-Real World Video Ch. 
10 
-Reteach/ Enrich 10.7 

 
-SE 629-634 
-HMH Mega Math 
-Personal Math Trainer 
-Reteach/Enrich 
Chapter 10 

  Problems 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 11 Content Standards Critical Knowledge and Skills Additional Resources and Tasks/ Links 

5.G.B.3. Understand that attributes belonging to a category of 
two-dimensional figures also belong to all subcategories of that 
category. 
For example, all rectangles have four right angles and squares are 
rectangles, so all squares have four right angles. 

 
 
 
 

5.G.B.4. Classify two-dimensional figures in a hierarchy based on 

Concept(s): 
·  Attributes belonging to a category of two-dimensional 
figures also belong to all subcategories of that category. 
Students are able to: 
·  Classify two-dimensional figures (triangles, 
quadrilaterals) based on shared attributes (e.g. parallel 
sides, number of sides, angle size, side length, etc.). 
·  Arrange the categories/subcategories of figures (e.g. 
squares, rectangles, trapezoids, etc) in a hierarchy based 
on attributes. 
·  Identify attributes of a two-dimensional shape based 

Suggested Open Educational Resources 
 

5.G.A.1 Battleship Using Grid Paper 
5.G.A.2 Meerkat Coordinate Plane Task 
5.OA.B.3 Sidewalk Patterns 
5.G.B.3 Always, Sometimes, Never 
5.G.B.4 What is a Trapezoid? (Part 2) 
5.MD.B.2 5.NF.A.1 Fractions on a Line Plot 
5.NBT.B.7, 5.NF.B.3 What is 23 divided by 5? 
5.NF.B.7c Salad Dressing 

https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/5/G/A/1/tasks/489
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/5/G/A/1/tasks/489
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/5/G/A/2/tasks/1516
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/5/G/A/2/tasks/1516
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/5/OA/B/3/tasks/1895
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/5/G/B/3/tasks/1941
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/5/G/B/3/tasks/1941
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/5/G/B/4/tasks/1505
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/5/MD/B/2/tasks/1563
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/5/MD/B/2/tasks/1563
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/5/NBT/B/7/tasks/292
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/5/NBT/B/7/tasks/292
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/5/NF/B/7/tasks/1172


 
properties. on attributes of the categories to which it belongs. 

 
Concept(s): 
·  Volume is the amount of space inside a solid 
(3-dimensional) figure. 
·  Cubes with side length of 1 unit, called “a unit cube,” 
is said to have “one cubic unit” of volume, and can be 
used to measure volume. 
·  Solid figures which can be packed without gaps or 
overlaps using n unit cubes is said to have a volume of n 
cubic units. 
·  Volume of a solid can be a determined using unit 
cube of other dimensions. 
Students are able to: 
·  count unit cubes in order to measure the volume of a 
solid. 
·use unit cubes of centimeters, inches, and/or other units 
to measure volume. 

 
Concept(s): 
·  Volume is additive: volumes of composite solids can 
be determined by adding the volumes of each solid. 
Students are able to: 
·  pack right rectangular prisms with cubes to find 
volume and multiply side lengths of the right rectangular 
prism to find volume, showing that they are the same. 
·  pack right rectangular prisms with cubes to find 
volume and multiply height by the area of the base, 
showing that they are the same. 
·  explain how both volume formulas relate to counting 
the cubes in one layer and multiplying that value by the 
number of layers (height). 
·  write the volume of an object as the product of three 
whole numbers. 
·  solve real-world and mathematical problems 
using the formulas V = l × w × h and V = B × h. 
find the volume of a composite solid composed of two 
right rectangular prisms 

 

 Engage NY 

 https://www.engageny.org/ccls-math/5g4 

5.MD.C.3. Recognize volume as an attribute of solid figures and 
understand concepts of volume measurement. 
5.MD.C.5a. A cube with side length 1 unit, called a “unit cube,” is 
said to have “one cubic unit” of volume, and can be used to 
measure volume. 

 
Khan Academy 

 
https://www.khanacademy.org/search?search_again=1&page_sear 
ch_query=5.md.c.3 

5.MD.C.5b. A solid figure, which can be packed without gaps 
or overlaps using n unit cubes, is said to have a volume of n 
cubic units. 

 
5.MD.C.4. Measure volumes by counting unit cubes, using cubic 
cm, cubic in, cubic ft, and non-standard units. 

Interactive Notebook Pages 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Quadrilaterals-Flap 
-Book-and-Interactive-Notebook-Activity-3108063 

5.MD.C.5. Relate volume to the operations of multiplication and 
addition and solve real world and mathematical problems 
involving volume. 

 

5.MD.C.5a. Find the volume of a right rectangular prism with  

whole-number side lengths by packing it with unit cubes, and 
show that the volume is the same as would be found by 
multiplying the edge lengths, equivalently by multiplying the 
height by the area of the base. Represent threefold whole-number 
products as volumes, e.g., to represent the associative property of 
multiplication. 

 

5.MD.C.5b. Apply the formulas V = l × w × h and V = B × h for 
rectangular prisms to find volumes of right rectangular prisms 
with whole number edge lengths in the context of solving real 
world and mathematical problems. 

 

5.MD.C.5c. Recognize volume as additive. Find volumes of solid 
figures composed of two non-overlapping right rectangular prisms 
by adding the volumes of the non-overlapping parts, applying this 
technique to solve real world problems. 

 

https://www.engageny.org/ccls-math/5g4
https://www.khanacademy.org/search?search_again=1&amp;page_search_query=5.md.c.3
https://www.khanacademy.org/search?search_again=1&amp;page_search_query=5.md.c.3
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Quadrilaterals-Flap-Book-and-Interactive-Notebook-Activity-3108063
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Quadrilaterals-Flap-Book-and-Interactive-Notebook-Activity-3108063


 
   

Cross-Curricular Content Standards: In Chapter 11, students 
expand their understanding of geometry and volume by measuring 
angles with a protractor. These same topics are used often in the 
development of various science concepts and process skills. Help 
students make the connection between math and science through 
the S.T.E.M. activities and activity worksheets found at 
www.thinkcentral. com. In Chapter 11, students connect math and 
science with the S.T.E.M. Activity Light Bends and the 
accompanying worksheets (pages 153 and 154). Through this 
S.T.E.M. Activity, students will connect the GO Math! Chapter 11 
concepts and skills with various properties of light, including 
measuring angles of refraction. It is recommended that this 
S.T.E.M. Activity be used after Lesson 11.2. 

Chapter 11 Project: Volume of a Classroom 
https://www.sausd.us/cms/lib5/CA01000471/Centricity/ 
Domain/107/VOLUME%20UNIT.pdf 
(page 69) 

Goal: The goal of this lesson is that students will make the 
connection to the algorithm. It is not important for them to find the 
actual answer. The process and the application of the algorithm is 
what is important. 

 
Objectives: Students will calculate the approximate volume of 
their classroom using linking cubes. 

 
Students will justify their strategy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.sausd.us/cms/lib5/CA01000471/Centricity/Domain/107/VOLUME%20UNIT.pdf
https://www.sausd.us/cms/lib5/CA01000471/Centricity/Domain/107/VOLUME%20UNIT.pdf


Date Range Quarter 4 



Domain(s) Measurement and Data 

Cluster(s) A. Convert like measurement units within a given measurement system. (Supporting Content) 

New Jersey Student 
Learning Standards 

(NJSLS) 

5.MD.A.1 - Convert among different-sized standard measurement units within a given measurement system (e.g., convert 5 cm to 0.05 
 

m), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real world problems. 

And MP1 - Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 

Aligning MP2 - Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 

Math Practices MP5 - Use appropriate tools strategically. 

 MP6 - Attend to precision. 

Chapter(s) 10 – Convert Units of Measure 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lesson Objective: SWBAT Essential Question Vocabulary Resources/ 
Interventions, 
Accommodations and 
Modifications 

Materials Suggested 
Homework 

Formative 
Assessment 

Chapter 10 Demonstrate effective How can you use your -capacity -thinkcentral Ch. 10 Test -Conversion charts Teacher *Exit Slips 



 
Formative knowledge of converting knowledge of base ten -length -Ch. 10 Performance Task 

 
Bedtime Math provides an 
opportunities for families to 
integrate learning outside 
the classroom. 

 
Assign problems where 
students are successful if 
there are 20 problems allow 
students to complete at least 
10 and 
1 open-ended. 

Display Anchor 

Charts-for each lesson so 
students could read the 
room doing lessons 
Math Fluency Builder see 
T. Edition. Have students 
make a math vocabulary 
connection sheet for the 
vocabulary 
*Provide opportunities for 
students to underline words 
or phrase to help them solve 
mathematical equations. 
*Provide worksheet so that 
student could write or draw 
a picture for new vocabulary 
terms. 
*Provide opportunity for 
oral responses 
*Make sure at least 1 
problem is an open ended 
problem (Gradually release 
this model so student to 
work towards 
independence) scaffolding 
sentence student will fill in 
blank until ready to 

-laptops Generated Sheet  

Assessment metric and customary to convert -weight   *Chapter 
 units. measurements?    Quizzes / Mini 

(Administer     Bedtime Quiz 
think central Ch. 10    Bedtime   

Test and      *Teacher-made 
Performance Task) Demonstrate prior     tests 
Allow oral response. knowledge of geometry How can you -acute triangle -timer The Write Way PMT 
Allow opportunity and volume by finding the determine the area -decagon -sketch pad Ch. 11 Activities 
take test using pencil area and perimeter of and perimeter of -hexagon    

and paper. shapes. various shapes? -obtuse triangle -Math Vocabulary  *Math Problem 
Select a few   -octagon Game  of the Day 
problems so students Identify and classify  -parallelogram    

to complete. polygons.   Math Journal  *Math Journal 
      Writing Prompts 

Show What You  How can you identify -congruent  Practice &  

Know Chapter 11  and classify -heptagon -polygon chart Homework 11.1 *Performance 
  polygons? -nonagon -iTools  Tasks use guided 
   -polygon -laptops  practice 
 Classify and draw triangles  -regular polygon   gradually release 
 using their properties.     for independence 

     
Practice & *Go Math/Think 

11.1: Polygons  How can you classify -equilateral  Homework 11.2 Central Online 
  triangles? triangle -polygon chart  Assessments 
   -isosceles triangle -iTools  Provided 
   -scalene triangle -laptops  opportunity for 
      oral response. 
    -SE p. 635  Provide 
    -Vocabulary  opportunity for 
    Builder  pencil and paper. 

11.2: Triangles    -Vocabulary Game  *Informative 
      Poster 
    -SE 11.1   

    -Personal Math  *PPT 

https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/gr5/chapter_resource_book_9780544416659_/pdfs/G5_C10_SE_PerfTask.pdf


 
    

Complete task 
independently. 
*Provide quiet space for 
learning. 
*Read passages to each 
student. 
*Provide opportunities for 
video lessons. 
Vocabulary Builder - 
provide graphic organizer 
*During independent 
practice T. will assigned 
students to compete odd or 
even number 
or a set of problems to show 
understanding 
*Provide manipulates for 
students skill level 
*Choose only one or two 
methods when modeling for 
students for success and 
have students pick the one 
they like to solve problems. 
*Read each problem to 

Trainer 
-Math on the Spot 
Video 
-Reteach/Enrich 
11.1 

 
-SE 11.2 
-Personal Math 
Trainer 
Animated Math 
Models 

 Presentation 
 

*Write A Math 
Story 

 
*Build A Model 

 
*Create and 
Solve Your Own 
Constructed 
Response 
Problems 

students provide   

manipulative, calculators   

,and a visual aid such as   

video, anchor chart   

 
 

Date Range Quarter 4 

Domain(s) Geometry 

Measurement and Data 



 
Cluster(s) B. Classify two-dimensional figures into categories based on their properties. (Additional Content) 

 
C. Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to multiplication and to addition. (Major Content) 

New Jersey Student 
Learning Standards 

(NJSLS) & Aligning 
Math Practices 

5.G.B.3 – Understand that attributes belonging to a category of two-dimensional figures also belong to all subcategories of that category. For example, all 
rectangles have four right angles and squares are rectangles, so all squares have four right angles. 

 
5.G.B.4- Classify two-dimensional figures in a hierarchy based on properties. 

 5.MD.C.3- Recognize volume as an attribute of solid figures and understand concepts of volume measurement. 

 5.MD.C.3a- A cube with side length of 1 unit, called a “unit cube,” is said to have “one cubic unit of volume”, and can be used to measure volume. 

 MP 1- Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 

 MP 3- Construct viable arguments and critique reasoning of others. 

 MP 4- Model with mathematics. 

 MP 5- Use appropriate tools strategically. 

 MP 7- Look for and make use of structure. 

Chapter 11: Geometry & Volume 

 
 
 
 

Lesson Objective Essential Question Vocabulary Resources/Interventio 
ns, Accommodations 
and Modifications 

Materials Suddent 
Homework 

Formative 
Assessment 



 
11.3: Classify and compare How can you classify -parallel lines Assign problems 

where students are 
successful if there are 
20 problems allow 
students to complete 
at least 10 and 1 
open-ended. 
Display Anchor 

 
Charts-for each lesson 
so students could read 
the room doing 
lessons 
Math Fluency 
Builder see T. 
Edition.  Have 
students make a math 
vocabulary connection 
sheet for the 
vocabulary 
*Provide opportunities 
for students to 
underline words or 
phrase to help them 
solve mathematical 
equations. 
*Provide worksheet so 
that student could 
write or draw a picture 
for new vocabulary 
terms. 
Bedtime Math 
provides an 
opportunities for 
families to integrate 
learning outside the 
classroom. 

 
*Provide opportunity 
for oral responses 
*Make sure at least 1 
problem is an open 
ended problem 

-polygon chart SE 11.3 *Exit Slips 
 

*Chapter Quizzes / 

Mini Quiz 

 
*Teacher-made tests 

*Do-Now Activities 
 

*Math Problem of 

the Day 

 
*Math Journal 

Writing Prompts 

 
*Performance Tasks 

use guided practice 

gradually release for 

independence 

 
*Go Math/Think 

Central Online 

Assessments 

Provided opportunity 

for oral response. 

Provide opportunity 

for pencil and paper. 

*Informative Poster 
 

*PPT Presentation 

*Write A Math Story 

Quadrilaterals quadrilaterals using and compare -parallelogram -iTools  
 their properties. quadrilaterals? -perpendicular lines -laptops  
   -rectangle   
   -rhombus   
   -trapezoid   
 Identify, describe, and     
 classify How can you identify, -base   

11.4: Three- three-dimensional describe, and classify -decagonal prism -polygon chart SE: 11.4 
Dimensional figures. 3-D figures? -hexagonal prism -iTools  

Figures   -lateral face -laptops  
   -octagonal prism   

   -pentagonal prism   

 
Understand unit cubes What is a unit cube -unit cube 

  

 and how they can be and how can you use   Se 11.5 
11.5: Investigate- used to build a solid it to build a solid  -polygon chart Bedtime Math 
Unit Cubes & figure. figure?  -iTools  

Solid Figures    -laptops  
 Demonstrate effective How can you classify    
 understanding of each shape using its -volume   
 lesson 1-5 by characteristics? -area   

Mid-Chapter 11 classifying each shape.  -perimeter   

Checkpoint    -polygon chart  
    -iTools  

 
 
 

Fact Fluency/ 

Calculate the 
approximate volume of 
their classroom using 
linking cubes. 

 
How can you 
determine the volume 
of your classroom? 

 -laptops 
 

Bedtime Math 

 

Reinforce      

Skills/Chapter 11    -Standard tools of  

Project    measurement  



 
    

(Gradually release 
this model so student 
to work towards 
independence) 
scaffolding sentence 
student will fill in 
blank until ready to 
complete task 
independently. 
*Provide quiet space 
for learning. 
*Read passages to 
each student. 
*Provide opportunities 
for video lessons. 
Vocabulary Builder - 
provide graphic 
organizer 
*During independent 
practice T. will 
assigned students to 
compete odd or even 
number 
or a set of problems to 
show understanding 
*Provide 
manipulatives for 
students skill level 
*Choose only one or 
two methods when 
modeling for students 
for success and have 
students pick the one 
they like to solve 
problems. 
*Read each problem 
to students provide 
manipulative, 
calculators ,and a 
visual aid such as 
video, anchor charts, 
-SE 11.3 
Personal Math Trainer 

  *Build A Model 

*Create and Solve 

Your Own 

Constructed 

Response Problems 



 
    -Reteach/Enrich 11.3 

-SE 11.4 
-Personal Math 
Trainer 
-Real World Video 
Ch. 11 
-Reteach/ Enrich 11.4 
-SE 11.5 
-Personal Math 
Trainer 
-Reteach/ Enrich 11.5 
-SE p. 661-662 
-Personal Math 
Trainer 
-Reteach/ Enrich 
11.1-11/4 
-Brainstorming 
Worksheet 
-Volume of a 
Classroom 

   

 
 

Date Range Quarter 4 

Domain(s) Geometry 

Measurement and Data 



 
Cluster(s) B. Classify two-dimensional figures into categories based on their properties. (Additional Content) 

 
C. Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to multiplication and to addition. (Major Content) 

New Jersey Student 
Learning Standards 

(NJSLS) & Aligning 
Math Practices 

5.G.B.3 – Understand that attributes belonging to a category of two-dimensional figures also belong to all subcategories of that category. For example, all 
rectangles have four right angles and squares are rectangles, so all squares have four right angles. 

 
5.G.B.4- Classify two-dimensional figures in a hierarchy based on properties. 

 5.MD.C.3- Recognize volume as an attribute of solid figures and understand concepts of volume measurement. 

 5.MD.C.3a- A cube with side length of 1 unit, called a “unit cube,” is said to have “one cubic unit of volume”, and can be used to measure volume. 

 MP 1- Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 

 MP 3- Construct viable arguments and critique reasoning of others. 

 MP 4- Model with mathematics. 

 MP 5- Use appropriate tools strategically. 

 MP 7- Look for and make use of structure. 

Chapter 11: Geometry & Volume 

 
 

Lesson Objective Essential Question Vocabulary Resources 
/Accommodations 
and Modifications 

Materials Homework Formative Assessment 

11.6: Investigate- 
Understand Volume 

Count unit cubes 
that fill a solid 

How can you use 
unit cubes to find 

-cubic unit 
-volume 

Assign problems 
where students are 
successful if there 

-formula sheet 
-iTools 

Practice & 
Homework 11.6 

Exit Ticket 



 
 figure to find the volume of a  are 20 problems 

allow students to 
complete at least 10 
and 1 open-ended. 
Display Anchor 

 
Charts-for each 
lesson so students 
could read the room 
doing lessons 
Math Fluency 
Builder see T. 
Edition. Have 
students make a 
math vocabulary 
connection sheet for 
the vocabulary 
*Provide 
opportunities for 
students to underline 
words or phrase to 
help them solve 
mathematical 
equations. 
Bedtime Math 
provides an 
opportunities for 
families to integrate 
learning outside the 
classroom. 

 
 

*Provide worksheet 
so that student could 
write or draw a 
picture for new 
vocabulary terms. 
*Provide opportunity 
for oral responses 
*Make sure at least 1 
problem is an open 
ended problem 
(Gradually release 

-laptops  Task Performance 

Teacher Generated 

Created a Constructed 
Response 
Math Talk 

 
Chapter Quiz /Mini 
Quiz 

 
Assign problems where 
students are successful 
if there are 20 
problems allow 
students to complete at 
least 10 and 1 
open-ended. 
Display Anchor 

 
Charts-for each lesson 
so students could read 
the room doing lessons 
Math Fluency Builder 
see T. Edition. Have 
students make a math 
vocabulary connection 
sheet for the 
vocabulary 
*Provide opportunities 
for students to 
underline words or 
phrase to help them 
solve mathematical 
equations. 
*Provide worksheet so 
that student could write 
or draw a picture for 
new vocabulary terms. 
*Provide opportunity 
for oral responses 

 volume. rectangular prism?   SE: Select problems 

    
Graphic Organizer 

 

11.7: Investigate-  How can you use    

Estimate Volume  an everyday object    
 Estimate the to estimate the -rectangular prism -formula sheet Practice & 
 volume of a volume of a  -iTools Homework 11.7 
 rectangular prism. rectangular prism? Estimate Volume -laptops Select problems for 
  How can you find   students 

11.8: Volume of  the volume of a    

Rectangular Prisms  rectangular prism?    
 Find the volume of   -formula sheet Practice & 
 rectangular prism.  -volume -iTools Homework 11.8 
    -laptops  

11.9: Algebra- 
 

How can you use a 
   

Apply Volume  formula to find the  -Bedtime Math Bedtime Math 
Formulas Use a formula to volume or a    

 find the volume of rectangular prism?  -Math Journal  
 a rectangular prism.  -formula Math Vocabulary Practice & 
  How can you  Game Homework 11.9 
  determine the  -formula sheet SE: select problems 

Fact Fluency/ 
Reinforce 
Skills/Chapter 11 
Project 

Calculate the 
approximate 
volume of their 
classroom using 
linking cubes. 

volume of your 
classroom? 

 
 
 
 

-volume 

-iTools 
-laptops 

for student 
 
 

SE; T select 
problems for student 

   -area   
   -perimeter   
    -Standard tools of Teacher Generated 
    measurement Homework 



 
    

this model so 
student to work 
towards 
independence) 
scaffolding sentence 
student will fill in 
blank until ready to 
complete task 
independently. 
*Provide quiet space 
for learning. 
*Read passages to 
each student. 
*Provide 
opportunities for 
video lessons. 
Vocabulary Builder 
- provide graphic 
organizer 
*During independent 
practice T. will 
assigned students to 
compete odd or even 
number 
or a set of problems 
to show 
understanding 
*Provide 
manipulatives for 
students skill level 
*Choose only one or 
two methods when 
modeling for 
students for success 
and have students 
pick the one they 
like to solve 
problems. 
*Read each problem 

  *Make sure at least 1 
problem is an open 
ended problem 
(Gradually release this 
model so student to 
work towards 
independence) 
scaffolding sentence 
student will fill in 
blank until ready to 
complete task 
independently. 
*Provide quiet space 
for learning. 
*Read passages to 
each student. 
*Provide opportunities 
for video lessons. 
Vocabulary Builder - 
provide graphic 
organizer 
*During independent 
practice T. will 
assigned students to 
compete odd or even 
number 
or a set of problems to 
show understanding 
*Provide manipulatives 
for students skill level 
*Choose only one or 
two methods when 
modeling for students 
for success and have 
students pick the one 
they like to solve 
problems. 
*Read each problem to 
students provide 

to students provide manipulative, 
manipulative, calculators ,and a 
calculators ,and a visual aid such as 



 
    

visual aid such as 
video, anchor 
charts-SE 11.6 
-Personal Math Trainer 
-HMH Mega Math 
-Reteach/ Enrich 11.6 
-SE 11.7 
-Personal Math Trainer 
-HMH Mega 
Math 
-Reteach/ Enrich 11.7 
-SE 11.8 
-Personal Math Trainer 
-Math on the Spot 
Video 
-Reteach/ Enrich 11.8 
SE 11.9 
-Personal Math 
Trainer 
-HMH Mega Math 
-Reteach/ Enrich 11.9 
Brainstorming 
Worksheet 
-Volume of a 
Classroom 

  
video, anchor charts 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Date Range Quarter 4 



 
Domain(s) Geometry 

Measurement and Data 

Cluster(s) B. Classify two-dimensional figures into categories based on their properties. (Additional Content) 
 

C. Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to multiplication and to addition. (Major Content) 

New Jersey Student 5.G.B.3 – Understand that attributes belonging to a category of two-dimensional figures also belong to all subcategories of that category. For example, all 
Learning Standards rectangles have four right angles and squares are rectangles, so all squares have four right angles. 

(NJSLS) & Aligning 5.G.B.4- Classify two-dimensional figures in a hierarchy based on properties. 
Math Practices 5.MD.C.3- Recognize volume as an attribute of solid figures and understand concepts of volume measurement. 

 5.MD.C.3a- A cube with side length of 1 unit, called a “unit cube,” is said to have “one cubic unit of volume”, and can be used to measure volume. 
 MP 1- Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 
 MP 3- Construct viable arguments and critique reasoning of others. 
 MP 4- Model with mathematics. 
 MP 5- Use appropriate tools strategically. 
 MP 7- Look for and make use of structure. 

Chapter 11: Geometry & Volume 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lesson Objective Essential Question Vocabulary Resources/ 
Interventions, 
Accommodations 
and Modifications 

Materials Suggested 
Homework 

Formative 
Assessment 



 
11.10: Problem Use the strategy How can you use the -make a table Assign problems 

where students are 
successful if there 
are 20 problems 
allow students to 
complete at least 10 
and 1 open-ended. 

 
PMT provides an 
opportunities for 
families to integrate 
learning outside the 
classroom. 

 
Display Anchor 
Charts-for each 
lesson so students 
could read the room 
doing lessons 
Math Fluency 
Builder see T. 
Edition. Have 
students make a 
math vocabulary 
connection sheet for 
the vocabulary 
*Provide 
opportunities for 
students to 
underline words or 
phrase to help them 
solve mathematical 
equations. 
*Provide worksheet 
so that student 
could write or draw 
a picture for new 
vocabulary terms. 
*Provide 
opportunity for oral 
responses 

-HMH Mega 
Math 
-Reteach/ Enrich 
11.6 
-SE 11.7 
-Personal Math 
Trainer 
-HMH Mega 
Math 
-Reteach/ Enrich 
11.7 
-SE 11.8 
-Personal Math 
Trainer 
-Math on the 
Spot 
Video 
-Reteach/ Enrich 
11.8 
SE 11.9 
-Personal Math 
Trainer 
-HMH Mega 
Math 
-Reteach/ Enrich 

SE *Exit Slips 
Solving- Compare make a table to strategy make a table to  11.10  

Volumes compare different 
rectangular prisms 
with the same 
volume. 

compare different 
rectangular prisms with the 
same volume? 

  *Chapter 

Quizzes / Mini 

Quiz 

 
Find the volume of 

   
*Teacher-made 

11.11: Find Volumes combined How can you find the   tests 
of Composed Figures rectangular prisms. volume of rectangular 

prisms that are combined? 
-combined 
volume 

 *Do-Now 

Activities 

 
Review Chapter 11 
Post Test 

    
*Math Problem 

     of the Day 

     
*Math Journal 

     Writing Prompts 

     
*Performance 

     Tasks use guided 
     practice 
     gradually release 
     for independence 

     
*Go Math/Think 

     Central Online 
     Assessments 
     Provided 
     opportunity for 
     oral response. 
     Provide 



 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Date Range Quarter 4 
Domain(s) Number and Operations in Base Ten (5th grade) 

The Number System (6th grade) 
Cluster(s) A. Understand the place value system. (Major Content) (5th grade) 

C. Apply and extend previous understandings of numbers to the system of rational numbers. (Major Content) (6th grade) 
B. Compute fluently with multi-digit numbers and find common factors and multiples. (Additional Content) (6th grade) 

New Jersey Student 
Learning Standards 

(NJSLS) 
And 

Aligning 
Math Practices 

Getting Ready for Grade 6 
AND 

Critical Area Review 
Projects 

5. NBT.A.3b - Read, write, and compare decimals to thousandths. Compare two decimals to thousandths based on meanings of the digits in each place, using >, =, and < 
symbols to record the results of comparisons. 
MP2 - Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 
MP4 - Model with mathematics. 
MP5 - Use appropriate tools strategically. 
MP6 – Attend to precision. 
MP7 - Look for and make use of structure. 

 
6. NS.C.7b - Write, interpret, and explain statements of order for rational numbers in real-world contexts. For example, write –3 degrees C > –7 degrees C to express the 
fact that –3 degrees C is warmer than –7 degrees C. 
MP2 - Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 
MP3 - Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. 
MP5 - Use appropriate tools strategically. 

 
6.NS.B.4 - Find the greatest common factor of two whole numbers less than or equal to 100 and the least common multiple of two whole numbers less than or equal to 
12. Use the distributive property to express a sum of two whole numbers 1–100 with a common factor as a multiple of a sum of two whole numbers with no common 
factor. For example, express 36 + 8 as 4 (9 + 2). 
MP7 - Look for and make use of structure. 

Chapter(s) Getting Ready for Grade 6 



 
Lesson Objective: 

SWBAT 
Essential Question Vocabulary Resources 

/Accommodations 
and Modification 

Materials Homework Formative 
Assessment 

Lesson 1: Compare Compare How can you compare -decimals Assign problems 
where students are 
successful if there are 
20 problems allow 
students to complete at 
least 10 and 1 
open-ended. 
Display Anchor 

 
Charts-for each lesson 
so students could read 
the room doing lessons 
Math Fluency 
Builder see T. 
Edition.  Have 
students make a math 
vocabulary connection 
sheet for the 
vocabulary 
*Provide opportunities 
for students to 
underline words or 
phrase to help them 
solve mathematical 
equations. 
*Provide worksheet so 
that student could 
write or draw a picture 
for new vocabulary 
terms. 
*Provide opportunity 
for oral responses 
*Make sure at least 1 
problem is an open 
ended problem 
(Gradually release 
this model so student 
to work towards 

-Fraction/ Decimal http://www.math-aids *Exit Slips 
 

*Chapter Quizzes / 

Mini Quiz 

 
*Teacher-made tests 

*Do-Now Activities 
 

*Math Problem of the 

Day 

 
*Math Journal Writing 

Prompts 

 
 

Provide opportunity 

for pencil and paper. 

Fractions and decimals, decimals, fractions, -fractions Cards .com 
Decimals fractions, and and mixed numbers on -mixed numbers -Number Line  

 mixed numbers a number line? -number line -Laptops  
 on a number line.   Math Journal  
    Interactive  

Lesson 2: Order Order decimals, How can you order  Notebooks  

Fractions & Decimals fractions, and decimals, fractions, -benchmark decimals  http://www.math-aids 
 mixed numbers and mixed numbers? -benchmark fractions  .com 
 on a number line.   -Fraction/ Decimal  
    Cards  
    -Number Line  
    -Laptops  
 Factor numbers     

Lesson 3: Factor Trees using a factor How can you factor -factor Math Notebooks  
 tree. numbers using a factor -factor tree   
  tree?  Math Interactive http://www.math-aids 
    Graph papers .com 

 
Express real How can you express 

   

Lesson 4: Model world quantities real world quantities as -quantities   

Percent as percents and percents and use them -percents   
 use them to solve to solve problems?  -Fraction/ Decimal http://www.math-aids 
 problems.   Cards .com 
    -Number Line  
    -Laptops  
 Express decimals How can you express    
 as percents as decimals as percents    
 decimals. and percents as  -Fraction/ Decimal  

Lesson 5: Relate  decimals? -ratio Cards  

Decimals & Percents   -hundredth -Number Line  

http://www.math-aids.com/
http://www.math-aids.com/
http://www.math-aids.com/
http://www.math-aids.com/
http://www.math-aids.com/
http://www.math-aids.com/
http://www.math-aids.com/
http://www.math-aids.com/


 



 



 



 


